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Abstract—Value-added services (e.g., overlaid video advertise-
ments) have become an integral part of today’s Content Delivery
Networks (CDNs). To offer cost-efficient, scalable and more agile
provisioning of new value-added services in CDNs, Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV) paradigm may be leveraged to
allow implementation of fine-grained services as a chain of Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) to be placed in CDN. The manner
in which these chains are placed is critical as it both affects
the quality of service (QoS) and provider cost. The problem is
however, very challenging due to the specifics of the chains (e.g.,
one of their end-points is not known prior to the placement). We
formulate it as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) and propose a
cost efficient Proactive VNF placement and chaining (CPVNF)
algorithm. The objective is to find the optimal number of VNFs
along with their locations in such a manner that the cost is
minimized while QoS is met. Apart from cost minimization, the
support for large-scale CDNs with a large number of servers
and end-users is an important feature of the proposed algorithm.
Through simulations, the algorithm’s behavior for small-scale to
large-scale CDN networks is analyzed.
Keywords—Content Delivery Networks, Network Function Virtu-
alization, Virtual Network Function, Cost, Placement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) are largely distributed
infrastructures of surrogate servers placed in strategic locations
[1] [2]. Content is replicated on these servers in order to
serve end-users with reduced latency. Beyond hosting content,
the popularity of CDNs as a platform for delivering value-
added services has increased over the years. Many CDN
providers such as Akamai, Limelight, etc. offer value-added
services. Currently around 47% of Akamai’s revenues come
from its value-added service offerings, which also provide
higher margins compared to its basic CDN services [3].
Typical value-added services provided by CDNs include web-
site/application acceleration (e.g., route optimization, TCP op-
timization, stream splitting) [4], analytics, content protection,
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advertisement overlays/tickers and content adaptation (e.g.,
transcoding, compression). Website/application acceleration
relies on a combination of optimization techniques and allows
end-users (mostly enterprises) to access a website/application
with improved response time. CDN analytics services provide
awareness at various levels including network, device and
content, thereby enabling content providers to make more
informed and business-friendly decisions. Increasingly, mul-
timedia content providers are finding it useful to outsource
their media-related services such as digital rights management
and content adaptation to the CDN provider domain. This is
because providing such services requires the content provider
to store customized content for every end-user. The over-
lay/ticker service is perceived as a fast monetization strategy by
content providers with, for instance local news/weather updates
inserted on the top of the video as static or scrolling tickers.
Similarly, short video advertisements are linearly overlaid
on the video delivered to end-users. Traditional CDNs face
numerous obstacles towards efficiently provisioning value-
added services. First, the value-added services are deployed
on a dedicated hardware in the CDN infrastructure. As a
result, it is both time-consuming and expensive to deploy and
manage the service, resulting in more time to market and cost-
inefficiency. Second, the explosive growth in end-users and
amount of content [5] delivered to them raise the need to scale
the deployed services as needed. Third, end-users’ growing
interest in customized content fueled by a continual innovation
in video formats over the years requires rapid provisioning
of novel video-based value-added services. Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) [6] [7] is an emerging paradigm that can
be used to make CDNs meet the above-mentioned require-
ments. NFV is a novel telecommunication service provisioning
approach in which the network function is decoupled from
the physical devices on which they run and are implemented
as virtualized software, termed as virtual network functions
(VNFs) which run on top of a virtualized infrastructure and
chained together to provide a required service. They can be
implemented on any computational node (e.g., CDN surrogate
server, switches, data center) that meets their resource demand.
The computational nodes must provide Network Functions
Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) functions to support the
execution environment of VNFs. These nodes are referred to
as NFVI nodes. It should be noted that NFV has been tradi-
tionally used to virtualize middle-boxes (e.g., firewall, Network
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2Address Translator (NAT) and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI))
[8]. Recently, NFV has been investigated in other domains such
as virtualized Wireless Sensor Networks (vWSNs) [9], optical
networks [10] and IP Mutimedia Subsystems (IMSs) [11].
NFV could enable CDNs to provision value-added services
with significantly lower deployment and maintenance costs.
Thanks to virtualization techniques, NFV allows the value-
added services to scale in an elastic manner. Moreover, due
to the dynamic service chaining feature of NFV, the update
of an existing value-added service or the introduction of new
value-added services could be achieved with increased agility
by inserting and/or removing VNFs to and from an existing
service chain on-the-fly. We term the CDN architecture that
relies on NFV as NFV-based CDN.
The placement and chaining of VNFs affects the desired
QoS (e.g., delay) of a value-added service and the cost of the
CDN provider. It is modeled as an optimization problem where
the objective is to find the optimal number and location as well
as efficient chaining of VNFs instances such that the CDN
provider cost is minimized and QoS is satisfied. In this paper,
the cost includes the license, computing and communication
cost. Where as the license cost includes instances and sites
license and is computed based on the number of utilized
VNF instances and sites (i.e., the servers). The computing
cost includes the cost of running VNFs on servers and the
communication cost is defined as the sum of the bandwidth
used by the chains in the network. Although, some studies
(e.g., [12]) consider the cost of transferring, booting and
attaching a VM image to devices before deploying a VNF, this
research does not consider this cost in the CDN environment
as it is assumed that the CDN provider is the NFVI owner.
In this paper, we focus on a proactive placement of VNFs
where VNFs are deployed in an optimal manner before any
request is received from the end-users to access the service.
This type of deployment is triggered when a content provider
requests the CDN provider to deploy a set of value-added
services. The request specifies the service-related parameters
(e.g., the description of functionalities that constitute the
services) including the QoS threshold to be satisfied.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next
section illustrates the problem via a use case, introduces the
key requirements and reviews related works. Section 3 presents
the VNF placement problem in CDNs and ILP formulation.
Section 4 describes the proposed algorithm. Section 5 portrays
the simulation results. Section 6 concludes the paper and
outlines some future works.
II. ILLUSTRATIVE USE CASE, REQUIREMENTS
AND RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, the only paper to discuss
a use case for VNF–based value-added service provisioning
in CDN is reference [13] which focuses on the architectural
aspects while we focus on the algorithmic aspects. The Euro-
pean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has also
proposed a use case on the virtualization of CDNs entities
(e.g., surrogate server, CDN controller, etc.) [14], but with
no bearing on value-added service provisioning. Besides, few
NFV architectures for CDN have been proposed in the liter-
ature [15] [16], yet with no bearing on value-added services
provisioning.
A. Illustrative Use Case
We assume a business model with the following entities:
Content provider (e.g., YouTube), CDN provider (e.g., Lime-
light), VNF provider and end-users. Content provider provides
the value-added services to its end-users. The CDN provider
owns surrogate servers and operates NFVI on the surrogate
servers. The VNF provider provides VNFs. End-user consumes
the value-added service. The reader should note that like in any
business model, the same actor may play several roles at the
same time.
End-user A 
End-user B 
End-user C 
video X and its 
 overlay video 
A 
B C 
D E F 
Compressor  Transcoder Mixer 
video X and its 
 overlay video 
video X and its 
 overlay video 
NFVI 
Fig. 1: Video Advertisement Overlay Use case
Let us consider a simplified scenario as shown in Figure 1.
It depicts three end-users A, B and C, with mobile devices
of different capabilities (e.g. supported codecs, resolutions,
bandwidth and processing power) who wish to access a video
X. As per CDN principles, the video is duplicated over several
servers (i.e. A, B, and C in this case). When the end-users
request the video, the CDN provider adds an overlay video to
it as a value-added service. Such an overlaid video enriches
the viewing experience of end-users by providing a clip of
advertisement based on the end-user’s interest. In this use case,
it is assumed that video X and the video which is overlaid on
it reside on the same servers. It should be noted that the video
overlay service requires a video mixer functionality to embed
the advertisement in the main video.
The end-users may however not be able to play the mixed
video on their devices depending on their capabilities. In
this scenario, it is only end-user A who is able to play
the mixed video. End-user B does not have the required
codec, therefore the video must goes through a transcoder
before being delivered to her/him. As for end-user C she/he
has a limited bandwidth capacity, and therefore, its device
cannot play the video in its original resolution. Consequently,
3the mixed video needs to be compressed before delivery.
Three fine-grained functionalities are therefore required this
value added service: mixer, transcoder and compressor. Their
deployment starts when the content provider sends a request
to the CDN provider to deploy the video value-added services.
The CDN provider then gets them from the VNF provider and
uses a VNF placement algorithm to deploy them on a selected
subset of surrogate servers to optimize given criteria (e.g. QoS)
delay when the video is viewed. The reader should note that
surrogate A, B, and C which will serve end-user A, B and C,
respectively are not known when the deployment is made. They
will be selected dynamically by the CDN controller server
when the end-users will request the services.
B. Requirements
Achieving optimal placement of VNFs is an issue in provi-
sioning value-added services in CDNs because of the inherent
goals associated. First, the services must be delivered to
end-users with high QoS (e.g., reduced service delay). It is
in fact desirable to provide the service with a strict QoS
guarantee. Second, the service placement should be operational
in small and large scale CDNs. Third, the cost incurred in
deploying services and delivering them to the end-users must
be minimized for cost-efficiency. Thus, the optimal placement
of VNFs in CDN consists of determining how many VNF
instances are required to meet the end-user workload and on
which surrogate servers they should be deployed so that the
above-mentioned goals are reached. The placement of VNFs
in CDN can be achieved in two ways: 1) Proactive, and
2) Reactive. This paper focuses on the proactive placement.
The general requirements for the proactive placement are
summarized as follows:
• To ensure QoS, especially in terms of service delay
• To ensure low cost
• To be operational in small and large scale CDNs
C. Related Work
Although VNF placement algorithms constitute a large area
of interest for many researchers, very few of them have
tackled the problem of placing VNFs in CDNs. Here, we first
summarize the main research results on VNF placement in
general and also on VNF placement in CDNs. We then show
why these results are not applicable to our specific problem of
placing VNFs for VAS in CDNs.
1) VNF placement algorithms in general: VNF placement
algorithms constitute a large area of interest for many re-
searchers. Here, we first summarize the main results in the
area, and then, show why they are not applicable to the CDN
context.
Most VNF placement algorithms deal with cost as an
optimization objective. A VNF cost is generally made up of
a set of individual costs (e.g., instance license, site license,
deployment and communication cost). Some of the existing
work focus on specific individual costs while others focus on
a set of individual costs. They are discussed below.
Algorithms with single costs as objective
Luizelli et al. [17] propose an ILP model to minimize the
number of instances in order to reduce license costs. They
further propose a binary search-based algorithm to improve
the ILP run-time. Fang et al. [18] also attempt to minimize
the number of deployed instances by proposing an ILP and the
longest common sub-sequence (LCS)-based heuristic in inter-
datacenter elastic optical networks (inter-DC EONs). They also
consider the spectrum utilization cost for fiber links, which
is the specialized cost for optical network. Moens et al. [19]
present an ILP to minimize the number of used servers (or
compute resources) for the resource allocation of VNFs in
NFVI and also for hybrid infrastructures where some NFs are
virtualized and others use specific hardware appliances.
Some other studies have mainly focused on the communica-
tion cost. Qu et al. [20] propose an ILP and a greedy shortest-
path-based heuristic to construct chains through highly reliable
VNFs in the NFV-enabled enterprise datacenter networks with
the goal of minimizing the communication bandwidth usage
across the network. Xia et al. [21] formulate the problem in
binary integer programming (BIP) and propose a heuristic with
the goal of minimizing the overall optical-electrical-optical
(O/E/O) conversions (inter-DC traffic) in packet/optical DCs.
Algorithms for multiple costs
Unlike the above-mentioned works with the simple objective,
the following studies have considered more complex cost
models. Ghaznavi et al. [22] present a solution called Simple
Lazy Facility Location (SLFL) to optimize the placement of
the same-type VNF instances in response to the on-demand
workload. In this study, the elasticity overhead and the trade-
off between bandwidth and host resource consumption are
considered together. In another study, Ghaznavi et al. [23]
propose a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) model and a
heuristic called Kariz for multiple VNF instances placement
to provide the functionality of a middlebox. Mechtri et al.
[24] provide decomposition-based approach for the placement
of virtual and physical network functions chains to maximize
the provider’s revenue based on the number of accepted CPU
and bandwidth resources. Riggio et al. [25] propose a VNF
placement scheme to minimize the links and nodes utilization
to increase the accepted service chain requests in enterprise
WLANs. The authors then have extended their work in [26]
where a VNF placement heuristic called WiNE (Wireless
Network Embedding) is proposed. Sun et al. [27] consider
cost as the IT resources used for deploying the VNFs and
bandwidths cost. They propose an ILP as well as two versions
of a heuristic to solve the VNF placement in online and offline
manners. The goal in the online heuristic is to maximize the
revenue and the goal in the offline version is to minimize the
cost. Finally, a few studies have attempted to consider more
comprehensive cost models. Lin et al. [28] present a MILP
and Game Theory based VNF placement with the goal of
minimizing the cost to deploy NF instances as well as the
computing and network cost in optical networks. Zeng et al.
[29] consider the cost of IT resource and spectrum utilization
of fiber links as their objective in addition to the cost of VNF
deployment (instantiating) in the VNF placement in optical
datacenters. They propose a MILP and some heuristics to solve
the problem. Bouet et al. [30] propose an ILP and a centrality-
based greedy algorithm to minimize the cost in virtual DPI
4(vDPI) placement where the cost includes the network cost, the
license cost per site and the one per vCPU for VNF instances.
Bari et al. [12] propose an ILP and a heuristic to solve the
optimal VNF placement by running the Viterbi algorithm. The
authors have also considered a penalty cost to be paid to the
customer for the service level objective (SLO) violations.
2) VNF placement algorithms in CDNs: Herbaut et al. [31]
is an example of works that deal with the algorithmic solutions
to the VNF placement in CDNs. It focuses on CDN operators
who aim to deploy surrogate servers as VNFs in Internet
Service Providers’ (ISP) network. The ISP provides the NFVI
Point of Presence (PoP) for the deployment. However it
maintains the confidentiality of its network and resources by
offering an abstract view to the CDN operator. The CDN oper-
ator just has access to an overlay that connects its end-users to
the surrogate servers which run as VNFs in the ISP network.
It does not know where exactly these surrogate servers are
deployed. A high level Service Level Agreement (SLA) is used
for the negotiation of computing and connectivity resources
between the CDN operators and the ISP. This SLA is expressed
as a service function chain. The paper discusses the collabo-
ration model between the ISP and CDN operator, proposes an
ILP formulation for the service chain embedding problem, and
also a heuristic to increase problem tractability. Ibn-Khedher
et al. [32] is another example. It proposes OPAC, an optimal
placement algorithm for virtual CDNs. An exact algorithm
is proposed and evaluated. The algorithm takes as an input
the topology of the underlying network, and optimally places,
and migrates the virtual surrogate servers in order to increase
user satisfaction and decrease server and network loads. A few
works have addressed the architectural solutions to the VNF
placement problems in CDNs. Frangoudis et al. [33] details
the design and the implementation of an architecture that
allows a telecommunication operator to lease its infrastructure
to content providers for the deployment of surrogate servers
as VNFs. The focus is on the northbound REST APIs used
for the interactions between the content providers and the
telecommunication operator. The functional entities of the ar-
chitecture are also specified. Some examples are the Customer
Interface Manager which exposes the actual REST APIs, the
Service Orchestrator which coordinates the actual deployment.
Algorithmic issues are not explicitly excluded from the scope
of the work.
3) Why are previous work not adequate for the problem at
hand?: The previous work is not adequate for the problem
at hand for two main reasons. The first reason is that VNF
placement in CDN for value-added service provisioning is
fundamentally different from the VNF placement as considered
so far by researchers, be it generally or in the specific case of
CDNs. This due to the fact that in previous works, each chain
has a distinct pair of end-points (i.e., source and destination)
which both are known prior to the VNF placement. In refer-
ences [1] and [2] for instance which deal with the specific case
of CDNs, end-users are assigned to specific surrogate servers
prior to the placement. In other words the specific surrogate
server which will serve any given end-user is known prior to
the placement. However, in this work while the destination
(i.e. the end-user) is known, the source (i.e. the surrogate
server which will serve the end-user) is not known prior to
the VNF placement because it is dynamically selected by the
CDN controller after the VNF placement, Going back to the
illustrative use case, while the locations of end-users A, B, C
are known as the destinations , there is no way to know prior
to the placement that surrogate server A will be ultimately
selected by the CDN controller to serve end-user A. The same
applies to the choice of surrogate server B for end-user B,
and surrogate server C for end-user C. This brings unique
challenges to the service chain placement in CDNs. To the
best of our knowledge, our work is the first VNF placement
scheme where an end-point of a service chain cannot be known
prior to the placement.
The second reason is that some of the previously reviewed
works do not meet all our requirements. The ILPs proposed
by [17] and [19] for instance are not suitable for large scale
environments. References [21]-[24] do not consider QoS (i.e.,
service delay threshold) and sharing VNFs among the chains.
References [17]-[30] do not take a complete cost model into
account. Unlike them, our work is appropriate for a large scale
environment while considering all the above-mentioned points.
III. VNF PLACEMENT PROBLEM
A. Problem Description
This paper focuses on the proactive placement of VNFs. The
placement problem is formalized as follows: Content providers
request the CDN provider to deploy a set of value-added
services. The request specifies the service-related parameters
(e.g., the description of functionalities that constitute the ser-
vices) including the QoS threshold to be satisfied. For ease of
reading, we specifically denote the surrogate servers containing
content as content servers. Therefore, given a content X, the
content servers containing X, a set of end-users requesting the
content, their workload and a set of services to be accessed
by the end-users, the VNF placement and chaining problem
consist of : (i) jointly finding the number and location of
surrogate servers to host the VNF instances and the content
servers having content X, (ii) chaining the VNFs and connect-
ing end-users, while minimizing the cost of CDN provider and
satisfying the QoS threshold of all services offered to the end-
users.
The reader should note that for each end-user, the delay for
viewing the video is the sum of the following delays:
• the delay from the content server (selected to stream the
video) to the surrogate server hosting the first VNF of the
chain,
• the delay for transmitting and processing the video in the
chain, and
• the delay from the surrogate server hosting the last VNF
of the chain to the end-user.
As the first delay is unknown when the VNFs are placed,
the total delay might violate QoS requirements when end-users
access value added services. In this paper, we jointly optimize
the selection of serving surrogate servers and VNF placement.
It is therefore assumed that the serving surrogate servers are
selected by new functional entity the “VAS serving surrogate
server selector” instead of the traditional CDN controller. The
5impact on CDN functioning remain minimal since this new
entity (which incorporates the results of our novel joint op-
timization algorithm) might be incorporated in the traditional
CDN controller. Our problem is a slight variation of the well-
known Bin Packing problem [34] and the Hierarchical Facility
Location-Allocation problem [35][36]. Our problem can be an
extension of the Bin Packing problem to Bin Packing plus
Packer problem, including selecting the bins (i.e., surrogate
servers) to drop the items (i.e., VNFs). The capacity of the bins
and the load (i.e., end-user workload for a given VNF) of the
items are known. The goal is to optimize the sum of the cost of
the bins and the communication cost between the packers (i.e.,
end-users) and the bins. In the Hierarchical Facility Location-
Allocation problem, the sites are the equivalent of surrogate
servers and each demand location is equivalent to end-user
locations in our case. The facilities to be placed are equivalent
to the VNFs in our case. The problem is decomposed into
two phases: The location phase and the allocation phase, as
follows: The location phase consists of determining the number
of required facilities and the site to locate them. The allocation
phase is for allocating the corresponding demand to each
facility in the last layer (i.e., the last VNF of the VNF chain in
our case). Besides, in the allocation phase, each facility (i.e.,
VNF) in each layer is allocated to one of the facilities (i.e.,
VNF) in the previous layer, which is equivalent to placing the
instances of a VNF chain by connecting surrogate servers. The
main difference between the Hierarchical Facility Location-
Allocation problem and our VNF placement problem is that, in
the former problem, the location of the primary level facilities
(i.e., the first VNFs of the VNF chains in our case) are known
beforehand, whereas, in our VNF placement problem, it is not.
B. ILP Formulation
Let us consider N as a set of surrogate servers, W as a set
of content servers and U as a set of end-users. The physical
topology of the network is represented by a directed graph
G = (V, E), where V = N ∪ W ∪ U is the set of nodes
composed of the surrogate servers, content servers and end-
users connected by directional edges E . Let us also consider K
as a set of VNFs of different types, such as Video Transcoder,
Video Mixer and Video Compressor (c.f. Section 2.1). Each
VNF of type k ∈ K has a predetermined resource requirement
and processing capacity, Rk and Pk , respectively. The VNF
requirement (Rk) can be a vector of vCPU, memory, disk, and
I/O bandwidth (i.e., VNF processing capacity). If we assume
that the bandwidth of the links connected to the NFVI node
is less than the input/output bandwidth of that NFVI node,
considering the I/O bandwidth in the requirement vector of
VNFs avoids link overload. The CDN provider also delineates
a set of instances for each VNF type k ∈ K , Ik . Such
specification may be the result of the license model adopted
while acquiring the VNFs from the VNF provider or as a result
of management restrictions.
A service request h f ∈ H, generated by an end-user f ∈ U,
is represented by a directed graph G(V f , E f ), where V f is
the set of VNFs that will be installed on nodes in N and
E f is the set of virtual edges. For the sake of simplicity, we
further define the following sets defined by:
Λ f : {a | a is first element of VNF chain h f }
∆ f : {z | z is last element of VNF chain h f }
Φ f : {n ∈ W | w fn = 1}
where we denote respectively Λ f as the singleton containing
the first VNF within the VNF chain h f , ∆ f as the singleton
containing the last VNF within the VNF chain and Φ f as the
set containing content servers which host the requested content
for the service request h f ∈ H.
Table I delineates the inputs and variables used in our ILP
formulation.
Our objective is to minimize the cost of VNF placement for
value-added services in CDN, including the cost of deploying
VNF instances, the cost of using surrogate servers and the
cost of communication as shown in (1). The cost of deploying
VNFs is characterized by a software license cost per instance
denoted αk . The cost of using a surrogate server n ∈ N is
the sum of a fixed license cost γ and the operational costs
for all VNF type instances. The license cost is the same
for every surrogate server. The operational cost for a VNF
instance of type k is Rk · δn. The cost of communication
in VNF placement for value-added services is the sum of
the bandwidth costs amongst each pair of surrogate servers
u, v ∈ N hosting VNFs of the VNF chain in each end-user
service request h f ∈ H, f ∈ U, β f(u,v). It further includes the
bandwidth costs β f(n, f ) between the surrogate servers n ∈ N
hosting the tail VNFs of the VNF chain to an end-user f ∈ U
and the bandwidth costs β f(w,n) between the surrogates servers
n ∈ N hosting the head VNFs of the VNF chain to a content
server W ∈ Φ f hosting the content requested by the user
f ∈ U. Note that we compute the cost of using bandwidth
β
f
(u,v) between u ∈ V and v ∈ V using β
f
(u,v) = L f · σ(u,v) · Bu
with hop count σ(u,v), for load L f for end-user f ∈ U.
Content server selection:∑
n∈W |n∈Φ f
w
f
n = 1, ∀h f ∈ H (3)
VNF Placement:∑
n∈N
∑
j∈Ik
λ
f
k,n, j
≥ 1, ∀ f ∈ U, k ∈ K (4)∑
f ∈U
L f · λ fk,n, j  Pk · xk,n, j ∀k ∈ K, n ∈ N, j ∈ Ik (5)∑
k∈K
∑
j∈Ik
Rk · xk,n, j  Cn · zn ∀n ∈ N (6)
VNFs chain mapping:∑
j∈Ip
λ
f
p,u, j ·
∑
j′∈Iq
λ
f
q,v, j′ = y
f ,p,q
u,v
∀ f ∈ U, (p, q) ∈ E f , (u, v) ∈ E
(7)∑
(u,v)∈E
y
f ,p,q
u,v = 1 ∀ f ∈ U, (p, q) ∈ E f (8)∑
f ∈U
∑
(p,q)∈E f
L f · y f ,p,qu,v  BW(u,v) ∀(u, v) ∈ E (9)
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∑
∀k∈K∀n∈N∀j∈Ik
xk,n, j · αk +
∑
∀ f ∈U
∀(p,q)∈E f
∀(u,v)∈E
β
f
(u,v) · y
f ,p,q
u,v +
∑
∀ f ∈U
∀k∈Λ f
∀w∈Φ f∀n∈N∀j∈Ik∀(w,n)∈E
β
f
(w,n) · λ
f
k,n, j
+
∑
∀ f ∈U
∀k∈∆ f∀n∈N∀j∈Ik∀(n, f )∈E
β
f
(n, f ) · λ
f
k,n, j
+ (zn ·
∑
∀n∈N
(γ +
∑
∀n∈N∀k∈K∀j∈Ik
Rk · δn · xk,n, j))
ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬
(1)
QoS guarantee:∑
∀(p,q)∈E f
∀(u,v)∈E
∀ f ∈U
D(u,v) ·L f · y f ,p,qu,v +
∑
∀k∈V f |
∀i∈V f∃(k,i)∈E f
∀u∈N∀j∈Ik∀ f ∈U
Tk,u ·L f ·λ fk,u, j+
∑
∀ f ∈U
∀k∈Λ f
∀w∈Φ f∀n∈N∀j∈Ik∀(w,n)∈E
(Tk,n+Dw,n)·L f ·λ fk,n, j+
∑
∀ f ∈U
∀k∈∆ f∀n∈N∀j∈Ik∀(n, f )∈E
(Tk,n + Dn, f ) · L f · λ fk,n, j  Dh f (2)
Variables xk,n, j are used to identify unique instance j ∈ Ik
of VNF type k ∈ K installed on surrogate server n ∈ N .
Variables zn are used to record surrogate servers hosting VNFs.
Constraint (2) is the QoS constraint that guarantees that
the end-user service request is delivered within the predefined
delay threshold. The delay in delivering the service consists
of two components, the network communication delay and the
VNF processing delay on surrogate servers. The first term of
constraint (2) calculates the network communication delay as
the sum of delay between each pair of surrogate servers hosting
the VNFs of the VNF chain in the end-user service requests.
The second term of constraint (2) denotes the processing delay
of VNFs hosted surrogates servers, which is proportional to
end-user load assigned to the VNFs. In the third term, we
consider the communication delay Dw,n between the content
server w ∈ Φ f , selected to serve the service request and
the surrogate server n ∈ N hosting the head VNF of the
VNF chain. We further include the variable Tk,n to denote
the processing delay incurred at the surrogate server n ∈ N .
Similarly, the fourth term represents the communication delay
Dn, f between the surrogate servers n ∈ N hosting tail VNFs
to the end-users f ∈ U. Naturally, we also take into account
the processing delay Tk,n incurred at the servers n during the
transmission to the end-users f . Hence, constraint (2) represent
the end-to-end service delay from content server selection until
end-user delivery.
We also ensure through constraint (3) that only one content
server n ∈ W is selected to serve the request from end-user
f ∈ U.
We guarantee in (4) that, for each end-user service request
h f ∈ H, f ∈ U, an instance of the requested VNF type must be
assigned to a surrogate server. It is assumed that an instance of
a VNF type accommodates the load from an end-user. Though
an instance of a VNF type can cater to multiple users, it must
satisfy at least one end-user load. This can be trivially extended
to split larger loads of an end-user into smaller chunks, since
our formulation allows end-users f and f ′ to request the same
service, that is h f = h f ′ .
Constraint (5) ensures that the capacity of an instance of a
VNF of type k ∈ K is not exceeded by the total load requested
by all the end-users assigned to it while constraint (6) ensures
that the total resource required by instances of all VNF types
does not exceed the capacity of the host surrogate server.
In our model, we map the nodes (i.e., the VNFs) and
their edges (i.e., the chain), in each end-user service request
to the physical network in G. Therefore, the edge (p, q)
between two consecutive VNFs in each end-user service
request must be assigned to a physical edge (u, v) between
two surrogate servers u and v, in (7). It should be noted that
(7) is a non-linear constraint and can be trivially linearized
by replacing it with linear constraints (10)-((12)) as follows.
y
f ,p,q
u,v 
∑
j∈Ik
λ
f
p,u, j
∀ f ∈ U, (p, q) ∈ E f , (u, v) ∈ E, u ∈ N, v ∈ N
(10)
y
f ,p,q
u,v 
∑
j∈Ik
λ
f
q,v, j
∀ f ∈ U, (p, q) ∈ E f , (u, v) ∈ E, u ∈ N, v ∈ N
(11)
y
f ,p,q
u,v 
∑
j∈Ik
λ
f
q,v, j +
∑
j∈Ik
λ
f
p,u, j − 1
∀ f ∈ U, (p, q) ∈ E f , (u, v) ∈ E, u ∈ N, v ∈ N
(12)
As is ensured in (8), the VNFs and their respective ordered
edges are mapped to only one pair of physical surrogate
servers and their edge. With respect to the underlying physical
network, we guarantee that the total load on an edge in the
physical network does not exceed the bandwidth capacity, in
(9).
The VNF placement and chaining for value-added services
7TABLE I: Input Parameters and Variables
Network Inputs
N Set of surrogate servers in the network, N ⊆ V
U Set of end-users in the network, U ⊆ V
W Set of content servers in the network, W ⊆ V
E The set of edges (i.e., logical communication links) in the network
BW(u,v) The bandwidth capacity of edge (u, v) ∈ E
D(u,v) Delay of unit load (1 Gbps) for edge (u, v) ∈ E
σ(u, v) Hop count of the edge (u, v) ∈ E
Bn Bandwidth cost (in dollars) of unit load (1 Gbps) per hop from
surrogate server n
β
f
(u,v) Bandwidth cost incurred by sending load of end-user f along edge(u, v) ∈ E
Cn Capacity of surrogate server n ∈ N in terms of resource units
γ Site license cost
δn Operational cost for unit resource (vCPU) for surrogate server n
Service Inputs
H Set of services h f requested by user f ∈ U
K Set of VNF types that constitute all services h f ∈ H
V f Vf ⊆ K is a set of VNFs that constitute service h f ∈ H, f ∈ U
E f Set of VNF edges of the VNF chain for service h f ∈ H , f ∈ U
∆ f The first VNF in the VNF chain for service h f ∈ H , f ∈ U
Λ f The last VNF in the VNF chain for service h f ∈ H , f ∈ U
Φ f Set of content servers hosting content requested for service h f ∈ H ,
f ∈ U
Ik Set of VNF instances of type k ∈ K
αk Software license cost of a VNF instance of type k ∈ K
Tk,n Processing delay of VNF instance of type k ∈ K on surrogate server
n ∈ N for unit load (1 Gbps)
Rk Resource requirement for VNF type k ∈ K
Pk Processing capacity (Gbps) of VNF type k ∈ K
L f Load of end-user f ∈ U
Dh f QoS (i.e., Service Delay),threshold of service h f ∈ H
Variables
xk,n, j 1, if instance j of VNF type k is assigned to surrogate server n ∈ N
and 0, otherwise
λ
f
k,n, j
1, if VNF type k belonging to VNF chain of end-user f is mapped
to its instance j on surrogate server n and 0, otherwise
y
f ,p,q
u,v 1, if edge (u, v) hosts VNF edge (p, q) of VNF chain of end-user f
and 0, otherwise
zn 1, if surrogate server n is used and 0, otherwise
w
f
n 1, if a content server n has the content requested for service h f ∈ H
and 0, otherwise
in CDN is an NP-Hard problem, calling for an efficient
heuristic.
IV. COST-EFFICIENT PROACTIVE VNF PLACEMENT
(CPVNF)
In this section, we discuss the design choices and insights
for our Cost-efficient Proactive VNF Placement heuristic for
deploying value-added services in CDN. There are three main
constraints for VNF placement problem that should be con-
sidered: satisfying QoS as well as preventing VNF and server
overloading.
We base our heuristic on the PageRank algorithm [37] pio-
neered on the Google search engine. It can be described as a
variant of the eigenvector centrality method. PageRank has also
been known to perform well in scale-free networks and thus
has been widely employed in many fields [38]. In summary,
page ranking leverages the idea that a web page’s importance
is a factor of both the quantity and the quality of the pages
linked to it. Comparatively, a surrogate server’s fitness to host
a VNF instance can also be viewed as dependent of the quality
of the surrogate server itself (e.g capacity, processing power,
energy consumption, etc.) as well as the quality and quantity
of outgoing links towards other VNF instances in the VNF
chain.
We start by ordering every user request received at a given
time period t based on its aggregated requirements (e.g. vcpu,
processing capacity,etc.). This is done, in supposition that
user requests with stricter QoS requirements may be harder
to map at later stages in the network. In a sense that, as
we map each request, the remaining surrogate capacity and
edge bandwidth capacity lessens within the network, thereby
rendering subsequent requests mapping more complex.
A. Selecting the content server
As previously mentioned in subsection II-A, a given content
is duplicated over several content servers as per CDN princi-
ples. Hence, we must determine, upon choosing a surrogate
server to host the first VNF in the VNF chain, the content
server upon which the content is routed from. The choice of a
content server to provide for a request is an important factor
towards guaranteeing QoS requirements in terms of delay.
Therefore, it also influences the fitness of the surrogate server
hosting the first VNF. Hence, we assume there is a convex
function Q : R→ R+, which computes the fitness of a content
server from a surrogate server perspective and also acts as a
penalty function penalizing content servers with large delays
to the surrogate server hosting the first VNF. We hence define
Q(·) as a quadratic function, widely used in the control theory
literature such that
Q(w, n) = µ · (D(w, n)
Dh f
)2 (13)
with w ∈ Φ f , (w, n) denoting the path with the least delay
between w ∈ Φ f and n ∈ N . Where D(w, n) represents the
delay between one of the content servers w and a surrogate
server n ∈ N candidate towards hosting the first VNF of the
chain, Dh f is the delay threshold for user request h f and µ
is a constant. Note that in this context, the penalty function
obviously penalizes content servers which predominantly con-
tributes to the violation of the delay constraint (detailed below).
B. Selecting the surrogate servers
As evident from our objectives previously stated, we are
motivated to guarantee SLA bounds on the QoS, with respect
to end-user perceived latency as well as preventing VNF
and server overloading. In this regard, it is critical for the
VNF mapping process to place VNFs onto surrogate nodes
8which contribute most to this goal. We therefore employ
a surrogate importance rank metric (SIR), we note ϕk,n to
infer the relative fitness of a given candidate surrogate server
n to host a VNF instance k in comparison to its peers.
ϕk,n indicates the surrogate server importance rank with
regard to the current network topology properties such as the
available bandwidth between edges, the remaining capacities
of reachable surrogate servers, etc. A surrogate server’s SIR is
determined notably by its remaining capacity, the aggregated
remaining bandwidth of its outgoing links, the rank of its
neighbours as well as a weight Γ to denote whether the
nodes already hosts an instance of the VNF considered. The
latter parameter is to help ensure that a minimal number of
instances are used throughout the network in order to reduce
costs. We justify considering the number of outgoing links
in our model as it also increases the probability to reach the
requesting end-users and thus ensure that the location of the
last VNF is accessible to the requesting end-user. Of course,
all of this is done while always keeping in mind to respect
QoS constraints. The actual value of the instance weight
can be determined experimentally by finding a fair tradeoff
between VNF instance consolidation, server license costs and
success of QoS guarantee. We therefore consider
Mn = (pi · C ′n) · [(1 − pi)
∑
a∈A(n)
BW ′(n, a)] ∀n ∈ N (14)
where C ′n and BW ′(n, a) respectively denote the remaining
capacity at surrogate server n and the remaining bandwidth
capacity between edge (n, a). The set A(n) representing the
surrogate servers adjacent to the surrogate server n. The weight
pi is used to bias node selection by focus on surrogate servers’
capacity or aggregate outgoing bandwidth depending on net-
work topology state. Indeed, if we suppose a scenario where
a majority of surrogates servers have high capacity, the VNF
mapping should focus more on the quality of outgoing links
towards other surrogates servers and vice-versa. Hence, these
parameters can be seen as a intensification or diversification
parameter during the search process of the most suitable
candidate surrogate servers.
Upon launching our heuristic and before any user request
is mapped, the initial values of each surrogate server’s SIR is
determined by :
ϕk,n =
Mn∑
o∈N Mo
∀n ∈ N (15)
Once initialized, we make use of personalized pagerank
where we bias towards nodes with preexisting instance of the
vnf type k to reduce the number of surrogate servers used :
ϕk,n = Γk ∗ 1 − ψ|N | + ψ · (
∑
i∈A(n)
ϕk,i
|A(i)| ) (16)
with :
Γk =
{
Γ if xk,n, j = 1
1 otherwise
where ψ denotes a damping factor usually set optimally to
0.85 [39] and |A(i)| the amount of neighbouring surrogates
servers to server i. Note that the SIR values of each surrogate
server can be effectively computed using both iterative and
algebraic methods [40]. Once the SIR values computed, we
proceed towards mapping the VNF chain in two phases : the
VNF to surrogate server mapping and the VNF to VNF link
mapping.
Algorithm 1: CPVNF
Input: Network topology, H:user requests, N : surrogate
servers, stop : search limit
Output: VNF mapping
H’ = {}
searchLimit = 0
for n ∈ N do
compute initial SIR values using eq. 15
for h f ∈ H do
H’= rank (h f ∈ H) based on added requirements
for h′f ∈ H ′ do
for k ∈ h′f do
if k : first VNF of the chain then
for n ∈ N do
compute SIR of n for VNF k using eq.
15-16
compute Q(·) for every content server w
using eq.13
retain a host for VNF k, surrogate server n
with highest compound score (SIR + 1
Q(w,n) )
else
for n ∈ N do
compute SIR of n for VNF k using eq. 16
rank n based on SIR value
if path between n and surrogate hosting
previous vnf in chain then
place VNF k on highest ranked n
else
select next ranked n
for k, k ′ ∈ h′f do
find k-shortest paths of hosts of k and k ′
select path with lowest delay
for k:last VNF in the chain do
find k-shortest paths between k to end-user f
select path with lowest delay
if QoS constraints respected then
restore pi and κ to default values
confirm removal of server and edges capacities
continue to next request
else
if searchLimit < stop then
decrease pi redo for loop above
else
reject request
In the VNF to surrogate mapping, we first sort each surro-
gate server according to their SIR to determine their fitness.
We attempt to place the VNFs of the VNF chain accordingly.
9However, keep in mind that we must take into account the
selection of content server for the first VNF. Hence, the
selection of the surrogate server to host the first VNF in the
VNF chain is done based not only on its SIR value but also
on the penalty incurred by the content source as previously
described in subsection IV-A. Otherwise, a VNF is placed on
the best ranked surrogate server. After a VNF is placed on
a given surrogate server, the SIR values of every surrogate
server in the network is updated to reflect the current network
topology state. The VNF to VNF link mapping consists of
finding the k-shortest paths between the surrogates servers
hosting VNFs for the VNF chain. A given path is retained
when it satisfies the specified delay requirements. Note that the
delay between the last VNF of the chain and the requesting
end-user is also included for the path choice. We summarize
the VNF mapping process described above in Algorithm 1.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section describes our simulation settings and presents
the results of the performance evaluation of our proposed
proactive VNF placement solution in CDN networks. As
mentioned earlier, this is the first contribution on VNF chaining
placement in CDN where the service chain format boundary
(i.e., source and destination of the service chain) is different.
Thus, CPVNF cannot be compared with existing state-of-the-
art algorithms. Besides, as basic algorithms such as random
and greedy VNF placements usually do not consider QoS
(e.g., service threshold delay), therefore comparing CPVNF
to them is not adequate. To evaluate the effectiveness of
our proposed algorithm, we compare its performance against
the optimal solution of the ILP model for a relatively small
environment size. Next, extensive simulations, using several
setting parameters, are driven to further evaluate our algorithm.
A. Experimental Set up
We setup our network topologies using a customized version
of the topology generator tool : topology-generator [42]. More
specifically, we generate multiple scenarios with the objec-
tive of evaluating the influence of several end-user, network,
surrogate server and VNF type related parameters with re-
gard to the VNF placement problem. Hence, while retaining
the core network topology (i.e. edge connections between
surrogates), we vary characteristics such as server capacity,
edge bandwidth, VNF resource requirements etc. In summary,
we consider a base scenario in which 9 surrogate servers
are randomly interconnected each by 1 to 4 outgoing links
towards other surrogate servers. Furthermore, we consider in
our simulations, 5 content servers uniformly spread across the
network, from which content needed to provide for service
requests are stored. For added realism, we ensure that each
content can be found in at least 3 of the 5 content servers
as expected in CDN networks where content are duplicated.
Furthermore, We configure each content server to randomly
have 1 to 3 outgoing links towards surrogates servers in the
network. Finally, we vary the number of end users. It is
important to note that we consider directed edges between
nodes and the bandwidth capacity of each edge is randomly
TABLE II: Simulation Parameters [30], [41]
Parameters
Number of servers 9
Number of end-users 9, 12, 15, 18, 25
Number of VNFs per chain 3
Service Delay Threshold (ms) (Dth
h
in ILP) 80-250
Bandwidth Cost (Dollar/Gbps) (B in ILP) 10
End-user Load (Mbps) (L f in ILP) 15-50
Surrogate servers capacity (vCPU) Cn in ILP) 16-64
Site license cost(Dollar)(γ in ILP) 1000
Surrogate servers Operational cost (Dollar/vCPU)
(δn in ILP)
5-10
VNF license cost (Dollar/vCPU)
(αk in ILP)
100
Capacity weight (pi) 0.8
VNF instance weight (Γ) 2
Penalty function coefficient (µ) 0.5
taken between 100, 1000 and 10000 Mbps. Moreover, we
consider for each service request, a delay threshold ranging
from 80 to 250(ms) based on reference [41]. All simulation
and network topology parameters are summarized respectively
in Table II and III with VNF license cost and site license cost
selected from [30].
TABLE III: Topology parameters
Parameters Values
Number of surrogate servers 9
Number of end-users 9,12,15,18,25
Number of content servers 5
Bandwidth per edge (Mbps) (100,1000,10000)
Max # of outgoing links 1-4
surrogate to surrogate
Max # of outgoing links 1-2
end user to surrogate
Max # of outgoing links 1-3
content server to surrogate
B. Performance Metrics
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, four
performance metrics are taken into account.
1) Operational cost: It is defined as the total cost of using
the surrogate servers on which VNFs are deployed as well
as the VNF and site license cost. It is expressed in dollars.
2) Communication cost: It is defined as the total bandwidth
cost incurred by serving the end-users service requests. It
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includes the cost of communication between the content
server to the surrogate server hosting the first VNF,
between the surrogate servers that host VNFs and the cost
of communication between the surrogate servers that host
the last partition (or last VNF) of the VNF chain and the
end-user.
3) Total cost (Dollar): It is defined as the sum of operational
cost and communication cost. Reduced total cost indicates
the cost-efficiency of a VNF placement algorithm.
4) Average response time : It is defined as the average
duration in which a given content is retrieved from a
selected content server, traverse the required surrogate
servers hosting the VNFs specified in its VNF chain to
its final delivery to the end-user.
C. Results and Discussions
Our heuristic CPVNF, heavily focuses on reducing the
operational cost in order to achieve a reduction of the total
cost. As such, we initially set the capacity weight pi at 0.8
such that surrogate servers with higher capacities are favoured.
Furthermore, once a VNF instance is scheduled for a given
surrogate server, we apply a VNF instance Γk to ensure
continued utilization of the surrogate server. Hence, as it can
be observed in Fig. 2, CPVNF globally allows for a slightly
fewer number of surrogate servers to be used to host VNFs.
It is worth noting however, that one should not assume that
CPVNF performs better than the ILP solution. In fact, our
strategy while globally beneficial in terms of operational cost
as shown in Fig 3 also has an adverse effect in terms of
communications costs shown in Fig. 4 where the ILP performs
much better. Such trade-off between the number of servers
used and the communication cost allows for the ILP to obtain
reduced total costs as illustrated in Fig. 5.
In short, our approach for CPVNF consist of finding the
most appropriate surrogates, determine the shortest paths to
both the selected content server and the end-user with the
aim of respecting the required QoS threshold. We base this
strategy and our trade-off choice upon the a priori fact that
the site license cost is much higher than the bandwidth cost.
Therefore, to focus on reducing the number of servers used is
computationally more efficient than exploring optimal network
paths as we keep in mind that we are also designing for large
scale networks. Note however that, such placement policy does
not always lead to a successful mapping with respect to the
QoS constraints due to the fact that both content servers and
end-users may be located relatively far from the surrogate
servers resulting in higher number of hops and consequently
more bandwidth resource consumption.
In this case, we allow several iterations in which we
temporarily focus on nodes with higher outgoing bandwidth
capacities rather than the node capacity itself by progressively
reducing the node capacity weight pi in order to find more
appropriate nodes. A consequence of this exploration is that we
are using more content servers as shown in Fig. 7 given the fact
that our penalty function always favours the content servers
with the least delay from a surrogate server’s perspective. We
do however argue that CPVNF could also achieve better results
with an optimal value of pi which better reflect the network
topology. Precise determination of such value is left for future
work. We further evaluated in Fig.6 the average response time
of requests in our simulations. While the ILP solution naturally
achieves better response times for requests, those obtained by
CPVNF are relatively low. Another important characteristic
of a VNF placement consists of its time complexity. It is
shown that for a given precision parameter  , page rank can be
iteratively computed with a number of iterations proportional
to max{1-}[43], [38]. Furthermore, it is possible to solve
the VNF to VNF link mapping problem in polynomial time
according to [44], [38]. Hence, CPVNF is a polynomial-time
algorithm in terms of N, K and max{1-}.
We are also interested in identifying which parameters has
the most influence in VNF placement. Interestingly, in one
scenario (15 users) illustrated in Fig. 2, we observe a fewer
number of server used compared to scenarios with less end-
users. This scenario is characterized by a large number of
service requests composed of the same VNF chain combined
to delay thresholds ranging from 127-250 (ms). We thus
hypothesize that the characteristics of service requests (variety
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of VNF types across requests, delay threshold) have more
influence than the number of end users. To confirm this, we
evaluate in Fig. 9 the number of servers used as we tighten the
delay threshold for service requests within the range of 40-90
(ms) and increase the resource requirement Rk for VNF types
to be randomly taken within the range of (4-8) while reducing
surrogate servers capacity Cn to be either 8 or 16. We then
note, an increase in the number of servers used, obviously
leading to higher operational costs.
In contrast, in our simulations, sensibly reducing the values
of αk and δn while maintaining vnf resource requirements
and surrogate server capacity did not yield significant changes
in vnf placement. Obviously, as shown in Fig. 8, there is a
reduction of the total cost mainly due to the multiplicative
reduction of these parameters.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a cost-efficient proactive VNF place-
ment algorithm to guarantee the service delay in offering VNF
based value-added services to end-users. The objective is to
place VNFs in a way that it leads to the optimum number of
VNFs to reduce the cost while still satisfying the service delay
threshold. Providing a maximum delay to end-users located
anywhere in the network is one of the main benefits of the
proposed algorithm. An ILP has been presented to model the
VNF placement problem for value-added services in CDNs.
In addition, a systematic view of the VNF lifecycle has been
presented. As the first to propose VNF chaining placement in
CDNs, (since the service chain format of our work is different
from those of related works), we only compare CPVNF
with ILP for small size environments. As a future work, the
proactive VNF placement algorithm will be integrated into an
appropriate scaling algorithm to handle fluctuations in end-user
workload over time. The scaling algorithm will be triggered
in the case of violation in some performance indicators such
as QoS and/or resource utilization at the run-time. Adding a
prediction model to predict the future end-user workload in
the environment and deploying VNF instances accordingly is
also considered as one of the future extension of this paper.
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